
Course: Foreign Policy of Pakistan (6492)
Semester: Autumn, 2021

ASSIGNMENT No. 2

Q.1 “CEPEC will bring together the people of China and Pakistan”. Evaluate the statement.

In the international political and strategic system where multiple world orders are contending for power and

projection, Pakistan has sailed through the murky waters in the past seven decades of existence with ambitions

set forth by its founding forefathers. It was a rollercoaster bumpy ride for the country over the years, adjusting

itself with emerging changing strategic environment. Even being one of the largest Muslim nations, bordering

Afghanistan,  Iran,  India,  and China,  Pakistan  has  remained  as  a  key player  in  the  Middle  East  and Asia.

Although  carrying  along  significant  national  assets  that  include  strategic  geographical  location,  complex

historical  past,  size  and  nature  of  the  population,  abundance  of  national  wealth,  Pakistan  has  remained

dependent upon external and internal actors and factors.

Our construct of relations with the countries remained also dominant by our quest for economic prosperity and

cooperation subject to peace, security and stability at the domestic level. These themes have not only defined

our  past  but  will  remain  dominant  in  coming  years  as  well.  Moreover,  the  role,  perception  and  style  of

leadership helped in shaping, designing and implementing the foreign policy and nature of relations  in the

international arena.

Over the years, Pakistan has managed to adjust itself with the changing geo-strategic and security environment

of the international system through tough and tumultuous decisions. From isolation to integration, descent to

ascent, compromise to cooperation, Pakistan’s foreign policy translates trends of challenges, trials and prospects

over the past seven decades.

Pakistan remained unable to adopt balanced foreign policy choices to achieve its strategic, political, security

and economic interest as were desired. Now as the new democratically elected government is all set to take oath

with the vision of change and revolution as an engaging slogan, Imran Khan in his victory speech outlined the

foreign policy dimension of his government. With domestic stability,  Pakistan is expected to set the course

towards evolving regional and international politics in the direction of cooperation, integration with an aim

towards economic prosperity with peace and stability. This new outlook will help Pakistan to come out of its

varied challenges to play a positive role at domestic, regional and international levels.

At  the  time  of  Independence,  during  evolutionary  phase  of  foundation,  our  founding  fathers  laid  down a

roadmap for Pakistan’s constructive engagement based on basic fundamental principles explained in the 1973

Constitution. The Article 20 of 1973 Constitution states: “The State shall endeavour to preserve and strengthen

fraternal relations among Muslim countries based on Islamic unity, support the common interests of the people

of  Asia,  Africa  and Latin  America,  promote  international  peace  and security,  foster  goodwill  and friendly

relations among all nations and encourage the settlement of international disputes by peaceful means.” This

provision provides solid direction to Pakistan towards developing comprehensive foreign policy with the fellow

Muslim countries, close and extended neighbouring countries of the region and beyond. However, there was

also notion of balance maintained in the guiding principles but the tilting towards the west. There was not a
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particular mention about dealing with the major powers. However, with its liberalism driven and western tilt

had resulted into Pakistan’s diversion towards the US and west since the time of its inception.

This western ideological orientation caused Pakistan not to send the envoy till the end of 1949 in Soviet Capital.

Soon after, the invitation from Russia was ignored as a result of this western minded elite and the then Prime

Minister moved to Washington for his first official visit. With growing closeness to the western camp, Pakistan

moved away from the other  major powers causing the misperception,  existing till  today including Russian

Federation.  However,  understanding of changing parameters  of international,  regional political  and security

environment,  Pakistan  must  continue  to  have  a  thrust  towards  developing  close  relations  with  Russian

Federation at equal level for having a balanced foreign policy.

Although new trends have been witnessed recently in Pak-Russia relations; however there is a strong need to

have a pragmatic and diversified foreign policy based on the principle of having close and cordial relations with

all major powers.

During the early years, the foreign policy pundits made a substantial contribution towards declaring People’s

Republic of China as close friend to Pakistan. This lasting friendship is growing ever since and beyond any

challenge and hindrance is considered to have passed the test of time. Later we have witnessed support of China

during  Pakistan’s  wars  with  India,  maintained  a  steady  economic  cooperation  over  the  years  with  recent

emergence of China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) and recent induction

of Pakistan in Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO). Pakistan needs to tap this opportunity of the recent

growing trend wherein after many centuries; the centre of gravity of the world is shifting from west to the east

with  Asia  with  abundance  of  economic  dividends.  With  wisdom and  farsightedness,  Pakistan  can  build  a

prosperous future for its people through its closeness with China. States follow their national interests and there

is not permanent friend or enemy in the international system however we need to capitalise and learn from the

Chinese experience of eradicating corruption and especially their program on poverty alleviation. China is our

corner stone of foreign policy emerging as the largest economy of the world, Pakistan needs to capitalise the

recent trends without missing any chance now.

Since the last several decades, Pakistan remained involved in Afghan war and aligned itself with the US, before

supporting the Taliban who became powerful to rule Afghanistan in the ‘90s. Pakistan-Afghan relations also

remained at the hot water as a result of this western notion of Pakistan’s foreign policy dimension. The decision

of joining the US-led alliance in the aftermath of the 9/11 has long impacted on Pakistan’s political, strategic,

economic and social landscape. Pakistan’s relationship with the US remained as a marriage of inconvenience

for long and had fraught relations for the past three decades or so. Pakistan became the non NATO ally and

faced brunt of the terrorism more than any other country in the coalition against the war on terror, unleashed

after  the incidents.  But these sacrifices  and support in the War on Terrorism made by Pakistan have been

overlooked by the successive US governments.
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The US and west has always asked Pakistan to do more and the accusations of deception, lies and providing

safe haven to terrorists  are few of the allegations  that the US has continued to level,  putting Pakistan into

difficult situations. With recent motion, backed by the European nations, to put Pakistan on global terrorism

financing watch list, there is another blow to the long time tough relations.

Now it is time for Pakistan to have a constructive and balanced engagement with the US and west on equal,

reliable and strong footing. Pakistan also needs competent Ambassadors in all the capitals of these countries of

the west and US to put the case in a better manner, without having any political favours whatsoever. Apart from

that, the new government needs to work with the military to help develop a political settlement with lasting

peace in Afghanistan

Pakistan also needs to look critically towards its engagement with India. Both states remained at loggerheads

especially on the Kashmir dispute which requires both states to dialogue involving the wishes and aspirations of

the Kashmiri people. Over the decades, various twists and turns and position change by Pakistani leadership on

Kashmir  dispute,  has  created  mistrust  and  disappointment  amongst  the  populace  in  the  disputed  region

especially denting their just resistance movement. Now with the new emerging trends and changing regional

dimensions, Pakistan, after standing firm on its Kashmir policy without compromising the sovereignty, should

began positive engagement with India through trade and business cooperation. Pakistan has missed abundance

of water under the bridge and now it is time to make some rational and positive choices to further the objective

of  resolving  the  Kashmir  dispute.  This  can  only  be  achieved  through  political  dialogue  and  economic

engagement with India.

On Iran, Pakistan has missed the bus on several occasions in the past seven decades. The relations remain

tricky, challenging and complicated between Pakistan and Iran. Both the states, though important countries in

the Islamic block, remained suspicious of each other over the decades. Recently Pakistan became the member of

the Saudi-led alliance while Pakistan is concerned with the Indian presence in Chabahar with fear of Indian

involvement in neighbouring Balochistan. With Iran being keen to join CPEC, Pakistan possesses a chance to

amplify the marine potential of Gawader, adding to that Iran can prove to be a long-term ally. There is nothing

more sensible than having a pragmatic neighbour who is on-board. On Saudi Arabia and other Muslim countries

of the Gulf region, Pakistan needs to take a neutral stance and should play a pragmatic role in resolving the

issues rather than taking sides to anyone.

Pakistan is at the cross roads now when the new democratically elected government is in power wherein it is on

the statecraft as to how it utilises and seizes the moment to translate it into benefits for the national, regional and

at global level. With its robust, capable and fully functional foreign office and a full time focused and dedicated

minister of foreign affairs, Pakistan will be able to put forward its national and international relations.

Tantalising the aroma of the emerging trends, Pakistan needs to extend its way forward via its new leader in the

shape of Imran Khan, who has pulled overwhelming response from all quarters of the world, even before taking

oath as the next Prime Minister. Amid all such changing political and economic state of affairs, challenges are
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great, both external and internal. Sincere efforts and devotion can really bring about the change that is being

dreamed off for “Naya Pakistan.”

Q.2 “Pakistan’s  membership  in  SEATO  and  CENTO  was  highly  appreciated  by  the  citizens  of

Pakistan”, do you agree or not. Discuss.

The Baghdad Pact was a defensive organization for promoting shared political, military and economic goals

founded  in  1955  by  Turkey,  Iraq,  Great  Britain,  Pakistan  and  Iran.  Similar  to  the North  Atlantic  Treaty

Organization and the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization, the main purpose of the Baghdad Pact was to prevent

communist incursions and foster peace in the Middle East. It was renamed the Central Treaty Organization, or

CENTO, in 1959 after Iraq pulled out of the Pact.

In the early 1950s, the United States Government  expressed an interest  in the formation of a Middle East

Command to protect the region against communist encroachment. The nature of some of the ongoing tensions

in the region, like Arab-Israeli conflict and Egyptian-led anti-colonialism, made it difficult to forge an alliance

that would include both Israel and Western colonial powers. Instead, the U.S shifted its focus to the "Northern

Tier," referring to the line of countries that formed a border between the U.S.S.R. and the Middle East. The idea

was to conclude an alliance that would link the southernmost member of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization

(NATO), Turkey, with the westernmost member of the Southeast Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO), Pakistan.

Turkey and Pakistan signed an agreement in 1954 to increase security and stability in the region. In February

1955, Iraq and Turkey signed a "pact of mutual cooperation" in Baghdad to resist outside aggression, and they

opened it to other countries in the region as well. In April,  the United Kingdom announced its intention to

adhere to the Pact, and it was followed by Pakistan and finally, Iran. The King of Jordan considered joining, but

he could not overcome domestic opposition to the pact. The United States signed individual agreements with

each of the nations in the Pact, but it did not formally join. Instead, the United States participated as an observer

and took part in committee meetings.

Developments in the Middle East in the years that followed weakened the Pact. In 1956, Egyptian leader Gamal

Abdel  Nasser  seized  control  of  the Suez  Canal,  an  important  international  waterway.  Israel  responded  by

invading the Sinai peninsula,  and British and French forces intervened. The outcome of the incident was a

profound loss of British prestige in the region, which in turn damaged its position of leadership in the Baghdad

Pact. A series of events in 1958, including an Egyptian-Syrian union, an Iraqi revolution, and civil unrest in

Lebanon threatened regional stability. In response to these developments, the United States invoked the 1957

Eisenhower Doctrine as justification for intervening in Lebanon. The members of the Baghdad Pact except for

Iraq endorsed the U.S. intervention, and in 1959, Iraq announced it was formally leaving the arrangement. As a

result, the other signatories to the Baghdad Pact formed the Central Treaty Organization, or CENTO. Although

the United States was still  not a member of the organization,  it  did sign bilateral  military aid treaties with

Pakistan, Iran and Turkey, ensuring that it would continue to be active in supporting the CENTO members.
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CENTO never  actually  provided its  members  with  a  means  for  guaranteeing  collective  defense.  After  the

withdrawal of Iraq from the Baghdad Pact, CENTO moved its headquarters to Ankara, Turkey, and the United

States continued to support the organization as an associate,  but not as a member. CENTO never created a

permanent military command structure or armed forces, but the United States provided assistance to its allies in

the region. By the close of the Eisenhower Administration, it had become clear to CENTO members that that

the organization was a better conduit for economic and technical cooperation than it was a military alliance. In

1979, the Iranian revolution led to the overthrow of the shah and Iran's withdrawal from CENTO. Pakistan also

withdrew that year after determining the organization no longer had a role to play in bolstering its security.

CENTO formally disbanded in 1979.

Q.3 What was the role off Pakistan in Soviet-Afghan war during Zia ul Haq era?

The Soviet Union had been long associated with Pakistan to help built its technical industries and consortium

since  late  1950s. In  1950,  Soviet  Union  and  Pakistan  established  the  multibillion-dollar  worth Pakistan

Oilfields (it was known as Pakistan-Soviet Oil Fields). In 1969, the Pakistan Government employed "V/o Tyaz

Promexport", a USSR technical consortium, for vertically integrated steel mills in Karachi, Sindh Province. In

1971, Zulfikar  Ali  Bhutto succeeded  to  bring  full-scale  Soviet  investment  in  this  project,  and  laid  the

foundations of the steel mills in 1972 with the help of Soviet Union.

In  1980–85,  the  Soviet direct  investment increased  from 10% to 15% after  officially  signing an  economic

cooperation  agreement  in  1985. The overall  1.6% of all  Pakistan's  exports  were accounted  in  1981,  which

increased to 2.5% in 1985. Particularly, the Soviet material exports exceeded the imports in three-fold method

in  early  1980.[6] Unlike,  India,  the  USSR and Pakistan  were  able  to  continue  the  trade  of  their  preferable

machinery and technical  goods, whilst  also cooperated in agricultural  products. However,  the Soviet Union

maintained its  restriction  to  exploit  its  military  equipment  and technology to Pakistan,  instead  offering  an

economic package (restrictively based on civilian basis) to Pakistan in 1981. Instead, Pakistan went to secure

the arms deal with the United States in 1981, including the acquisition of F-16 fighter jets.

In  April  1981,  Pakistan  and Soviet  Union formed  a  joint private  company to  start  the  manufacture  of  the

agriculture tractors,  for which Soviet  Union offered $20 million  US dollar.  In November 1981,  the Soviet

Ambassador to Pakistan, V.S. Smirnov, publicly announced that the USSR was ready to provide the financial

and technical assistance to set up the export-oriented industries. In 1983, the USSR agreeably sold components

of  oil-drilled  equipment  for  the construction  of  the Multan  Heavy Water  Reactor (Multan-I). In  1985,  with

Soviet  presence,  President Zia-ul-Haq inaugurated  the vertically  integrated  and the largest  Steel  Mill  in the

South Asia, the Pakistan Steel Mills in Karachi, on 15 January 1985. This project was completed at a capital

cost of Rs.24,700 million; and even as today, the Steel Mills maintains a respected history and great symbol for

the relations of USSR and Pakistan.

Relations between Pakistan and the Soviet Union fell  to a low point following the Soviet Union's military

involvement in Afghanistan. Pakistan supported the anti-communist and religious extremist Mujahedeen forces
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who  fought  to  overthrow  the  communist  Afghan  Government,  which  had  usurped  power  in  the Saur

revolution in 1978, whereas the Soviets,  ostensibly to support  the communist People's  Democratic  Party of

Afghanistan, entered Afghanistan, staged a coup, killed Hafizullah Amin, and installed Soviet loyalist Babrak

Karmal as leader.

Pakistani  support for the Mujahideen later  brought in  the involvement  of the United Kingdom, the United

States, Saudi Arabia and China's support for the same anti-Soviet cause. Pakistan would receive aid from other

Muslim nations, China, and the US in the advent of war by the USSR according to General Zia.  American

presence  in  Pakistan  as  well  as  anti-Soviet/communist  Mujahideen  havens  resulted  in  Soviet  attempts  to

bombard targets in Pakistan by air that were seen as a threat to the security of Soviet forces in Afghanistan.

Some of these resulted in air to air skirmishes between the Soviet Air Force and the Pakistan Air Force (PAF).

The United States has treaties which provide nuclear umbrella to Japan and NATO nations. At present, the

United States has cordial relations with China. American policy is worked out in tension between those who

insist on expanded human rights in China, and those who favor opening markets and investments in China and

downplaying human rights issues. The United States was closely allied with Pakistan until end of Cold War.

Pakistan provided bases for U-2 flights and conduit for arms to Afghanistan rebels. The United States provided

most of Pakistani military aid from 1954 to the 1980s. China is now the major military supplier to Pakistan. The

United States has maintained cool relations with India because of its refusal to join the west during the Cold

War,  its  pursuit  of  a  non-alignment  foreign  policy  and for  its  tight  controls  on American  investment  and

business enterprise in India.

China is the premier military power in Asia and considers Pakistan its oldest and most powerful Asian ally.

China continues to occupy areas inside of India's borders as a result of the Indo-China war of 1962. China has

nuclear-armed missiles positioned against India along the Himalayan border and in Tibet, in addition to being

Pakistan’s main military weapons provider.

Russia has had close relations with India since Indira Gandhi became prime minister in 1966. Russia provides

most of India's military sales. After the demise of the Soviet Empire, Russia is unable to provide economic or

military aid to India.

India has pursued a policy of non-alignment with Soviet Union and United States since its independence. India's

planned economy was not open to U.S. investment until change of policy toward free market in 1991. India

would  not  accept  American  military  aid  or  join  alliances,  thus  alienating  U.S.  leaders  and  majority  of

Americans. Under President Kennedy, the United States supported India in its war with China. Under Nixon,

the United States supported Pakistan in 1971 in the war that led to creation of Bangladesh (the former East

Pakistan). America sent a nuclear-armed aircraft carrier to Bay of Bengal, which helped motivate India to go

nuclear. Now that Russia is weak, India feels isolated and alone in world community. India has felt that the

United States has also been hostile to India and that we now are promoting China as the major power in all of

Asia. Pakistani testing of Gauri missile on April 6th, 1998 was a major factor in India's decision to undertake
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nuclear testing. India will suffer from the end of economic aid, but its leaders have calculated that that the

nation can survive the sanctions.

Pakistan relied on its close alliance with the United States from 1954 through the 1980s. During the 1990s,

leaders looked more to China for support and military technology and hardware; China is currently a major

supplier of these components to Pakistan. The Pakistani foreign minister traveled to China for consultations ten

days before Pakistan conducted nuclear tests. Pakistan will suffer far more than India as a result of economic

sanctions by world community. Loss of aid will result in undermining of currency, great increase in debt and

increase in poverty.

In the hunt for Osama bin Laden in Afghanistan and Pakistan in early 2002, U.S. relations with Pakistan and its

leader,  President  General  Pervez  Musharraf,  improved,  which  further  aggravated  India-Pakistan  relations.

While  economic  sanctions  were  lifted,  Pakistani  militants  staged  several  attacks  and  bombings;  in  one

occassion, targeted Indian and Kashmiri legislatures. The United States feared possible nuclear retaliation and

advised Americans to evacuate both South Asian countries.

Today, U.S. relations with India and Pakistan are strong. In March 2006, when U.S. President George W. Bush

visited South Asia, he remarked that we "are now united by opportunities that can lift our people." In India, he

commented that "The United States and India, separated by half the globe, are closer than ever before, and the

partnership between our free nations has the power to transform the world."

Q.4 Evaluate the mutual relations of Pakistan and China from 1955 to 1971.

Pakistan and China established diplomatic relations on May 21, 1951. The first high-level official delegation

visited China just after three months of liberation, on January 4, 1950. But the bonds of friendship have gone

back to centuries-old trade relations, when Chinese traders travel through Pakistan on their business trips to the

Middle-East, Europe, and the rest of the world through ancient Silk Route. Over 2,000 yers ago famous figures

such as the monks Fa Xian and Xuan Zang traveled through areas which are today known as Pakistan.  This

relationship was built on the strength of successive achievements and becomes formidable with each passing

day and year. The leadership of both countries is committed to taking this relationship forward. To understand

the depth of this unique relationship, here is a glimpse of the milestones reached over the years:

• 1950 - Pakistan becomes the third non-communist country, and the first Muslim one, to recognize the People's

Republic of China and dispatched a high level delegation to China on January 4, 1950.

• 1951 The two countries established formal diplomatic relations on May 21, 1951.

• 1955 Visit  of Vice President Madam Song Ching Ling to Pakistan marked the first high level  visit  from

Chinese side.

• 1956 Visit of Prime Minister H.S. Suhrawardy to China, was the first high level visit from Pakistan.

• 1963 Historic Visit of Foreign Minister Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto to China
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• 1963 Pakistan and China conclude boundary agreement through peaceful negotiations. Pakistan is the only

and most friendly country in the neighborhood who has never had any difference of opinion or border dispute

with China.

• 1964 Pakistan International Airlines (PIA) started its flights to Beijing, becoming the first non-communist

country airline to fly from Beijing, entering into a new era of linkages between the two countries. Pakistan was

the window for China to interact with the rest of world.

• 1965 Agreement on Cultural Cooperation signed, promoting understanding and harmony.

• 1970 Pakistan facilitates first visit by US President Nixon to China, paving way for the first-ever US-China

official contact, leading toward the normalization of Sino-American relations.

• 1976 Agreement  on Scientific  and Cultural  Cooperation signed,  opening huge opportunities  for  Pakistani

scientists and students. 

• 1978 The Karakoram Highway, a construction miracle, linking mountainous Northern Pakistan with Western

China officially opened, linking China to the Arabian Ocean. 

• 1983 Pakistan and China sign MoU on Educational Exchanges, which led 32,000 Pakistani student studying in

China today. 

• 1989 The two countries  sign an agreement  on Reciprocal  Encouragement  and Protection  of Investments.

China is the largest investor in Pakistan.

• 1995 Agreement for Traffic in Transit is signed between the Governments of Pakistan, China, Kazakhstan and

Kyrgyzstan, opening avenues of transit trade with other central Asian states and whole of Eurasia. 

• 1995 Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto visits China as a special guest to attend the 4th Women's Conference in

Beijing, bring the women of the two friendly nations close to each other. 

• 1999 The contract  to  jointly  develop and produce the JF-17 was signed, a  landmark event  for Pakistan's

defense Industry. 

• 2001 Premier  Zhu Rongji  visits  Pakistan on the occasion of 50 years of the establishment  of Diplomatic

Relations.

• 2001 China and Pakistan sign agreement on Tourism Cooperation,  opening unlimited opportunities in the

development of the tourism industry.

• 2003 Preferential Trade Agreement is signed between the two countries, providing market access to Pakistani

exports.

• 2005  Bilateral  MoU  on  Cooperation  in  Information  Technology  is  concluded,  with  China  leading  and

providing Pakistan with a huge opportunity to learn from Chinese achievements. 

• 2005 Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao visits Pakistan. 

• 2005  "Treaty  of  Friendship,  Cooperation,  and  Good  Neighborly  Relations"  is  signed  between  the  two

countries, further cementing ties of friendship.

• 2006 Chinese President Hu Jintao pays an official visit to Pakistan.
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• 2006 China and Pakistan sign Free Trade Agreement, leading toward  enhanced exports to China.

• 2008 Pakistan welcomes the Chinese Olympic Torch in Islamabad

• 2010 Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao visits Pakistan. 

• 2010 JF-17 inducted in Pakistan Air Force as backbone of our Air Force and already exporting to  other

countries.

• 2013  Premier  Li  Keqiang  visits  Pakistan  in  May  and  both  sides  issue  a  Joint  Statement  on  Deepening

Comprehensive Strategic Cooperation, which became the basis of CPEC.

• 2013 Pakistan and China sign the landmark Memorandum of Understanding on Cooperation for the Long-term

Plan on China-Pakistan Economic Corridor, a flagship project of Chinese mega initiative in the BRI. 

• 2013 Pakistan awards a contract fo the construction and operation of the Gwadar Port to China. Gwadar will

become the economic hub of world trade and economic activities after its completion in 2030. 

• 2013 Prime Minister Mohammad Nawaz Sharif visits China and both sides agree to the Common Vision for

Deepening China-Pakistan Strategic Cooperative Partnership in the New Era

• 2013 Both countries sign Memorandum of Understanding on the Cooperation of Developing China-Pakistan

Economic  Corridor  Long-term  Plan  and  Actions,  opening  the  flow  of  Chinese  FDI  and  investment  into

Pakistan.

• 2014 The governments of Pakistan and China agree on the construction of the 27 km Orange Line metro train

project in Punjab.

• 2015 The two countries celebrate 2015 as the Year of Friendly Exchanges 2015 - Trade between the two

countries reaches US $16 billion.

• 2015 Chinese President Xi Jinping undertakes a landmark visit to Pakistan, both countries signed over 50

documents including the agreement on CPEC outlining projects worth USD 46 billion. The pledged investment

already raised USD 62 billion. 

• 2016 The two countries celebrate the 65th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations.

• 2016 China-Pakistan unveils the Long-term Plan of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), paving the

ways for further cooperation and collaboration.

• 2017  Prime  Minister  Muhammad  Nawaz  Sharif  attends  the Belt  and  Road Forum  for  International

Cooperation in Beijing.

• 2018 Prime Minister Imran Khan pays a historic visit to China and both sides agree to further strengthen the

All-Weather Strategic Cooperative Partnership and jointly build Closer China-Pakistan Community of a Shared

Future in the New Era.

• 2018 CPEC enters in its Second Phase, focused on social-economic development of Pakistan on a faster pace. 

• 2018 Phase-II of the China-Pakistan Free Trade Agreement was signed, facilitating Pakistani exports.

• 2018 Prime Minister Imran Khan attends the First China International Import Expo (CIIE) in Shanghai. A

leading initiative of China for opening its markets to Pakistani products.
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• 2018 Groundbreaking of Rashakai Special Economic Zone.

• 2018 Pakistan launches Remote Sensing Satellite-1 (PRSS-1) from China's Jiuquan Satellite Centre, enabling

Pakistan to the membership of prestigious Space Club. 

• 2019 Groundbreaking of Allama Iqbal Industrial City (M3), Faisalabad Special Economic Zone.

• 2019 Prime Minister Imran Khan visits China to attend the Second Belt and Road Forum for International

Cooperation.

• 2019 JWG （Joint Working Group）on International Coordination and Cooperation launched.

• 2019 Visit of Chinese Vice President to Pakistan in May.

• 2019 The two sides celebrate 2019 as the year of sister-city / province, China-Pakistan shares several MoUs

signed as sister cities or provinces.

• 2019 Pakistan hosts the Third China-Afghanistan-Pakistan Trilateral Foreign Ministers Dialogue in Islamabad,

a breakthrough in diplomacy toward resolving the Afghan crisis. 

• 2019 Visit of Prime Minister Imran Khan to China in October.

• 2019 CPEC Authority has been set-up to coordinate and monitor progress on CPEC Projects

• 2019 A CPEC Cell was also established in the Prime Minister's Office.

• 2019 9th JCC took place in Islamabad in November.

• 2020  CPFTA-II  became  operational  from 1st  January,  whereas  Pakistan  may  enjoy  better  access  to  the

Chinese market. 

• 2020 Extensive bilateral coordination in the wake of the Coronavirus pandemic; China is the major contributor

who extended the largest amount of assistance to Pakistan in fighting the outbreak. 

• 2020 Visit of the President Alvi to China in March 2020. MOUs signed including MOU to established JWGs

on Science & Technology and Agricultural Cooperation

Pakistan and China have enjoyed close and friendly relations since the establishment of diplomatic relations on

May 21, 1951.  Over  the years,  the  relationship  has  blossomed into an "All-Weather  Strategic  Cooperative

Partnership", with the CPEC at its core. Pakistan considers China as one of its closest friends and partners and

China considers Pakistan as its "Iron Brother".

Q.5 Evaluate the mutual relations of Pakistan and Iran after 2013.

Pakistan-Iran bilateral  relations  are  rooted in  historical  linkages  and based on religious,  linguistic,  cultural

linkages and spiritual affiliation. Relations between Pakistan and Iran have by and large remained positive. Iran

was the first  country to  recognize Pakistan after independence.  After the 1979 Islamic Revolution of Iran,

Pakistan was one of the first countries to recognize the new dispensation. The two countries have supported

each other at critical junctures in their history.

When a widespread armed insurgency broke out in Pakistan's Balochistan province in 1973, Iran, fearing the

Baloch  insurgency  might  spill  over  into  its  own Sistan  and  Baluchistan  Province,  offered  large-scale

support. Iran  provided  Pakistan  with  military  hardware  (including  thirty AH-1  Cobra attack  helicopters),
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intelligence,  and  $200  million  in  aid۔ The  government  of  then-Pakistani  Prime  Minister Zulfikar  Ali

Bhutto declared its belief  that,  as in the 1971 Bangladesh Liberation War, India was once again behind the

unrest  and  uprising  of  rebels  in  the  Balochistan  region.  However,  the  Indian  government  denied  any

involvement, and claimed that it was fearful of further balkanisation of the subcontinent.[16] After three years of

fighting the uprising was majorly suppressed. 

In addition to military aid, the Shah of Iran offered considerable developmental aid to Pakistan, including oil

and gas on preferential terms. Pakistan was a developing country and small power while Iran, in the 1960-70s,

had the world's fifth largest military, a strong economic/industrial base and was the clear, undisputed regional

superpower. However, Iran's total dependence on the United States at that time for its economic development

and military build-up had won it hostility from the more Soviet-aligned Arab world. Brief tensions between Iran

and  Pakistan  arose  in  1974,  when Mohammad  Reza  Pahlavi refused  to  attend  the Islamic

Conference in Lahore because Libyan leader Muammar  Gaddafi had  been  –  despite  the  known  hostility

between  two  –  invited  to  it  by  Pakistan. Later  in  1976,  Iran  again  played  a  vital  and  influential  role  by

facilitating a rapprochement between Pakistan and Afghanistan. 

Iran's reaction to India's surprise 1974 nuclear test detonation (codenamed Smiling Buddha) was muted. During

a  state  visit  to  Iran  in  1977,  Pakistani  PM  Bhutto  tried  to  persuade  Pahlavi  to  support  Pakistan's  own

clandestine atomic bomb project. Although the Shah's response is not officially known, there are indications

that he refused to oblige Bhutto. 

In  July  1977,  following  political  agitation  by  an  opposition  alliance,  Bhutto  was  forced  out  of  office  in

a military coup d'état. The new military dictatorship government, under General Muhammad Zia-ul-Haq, was

ideologically ultraconservative and religiously  oriented in  its  nature  and  approach  in  contrast  to  the  more

secular Iran at the time.

The 1979 Iranian Revolution led progressive Iranian-Pakistani relations to deteriorate as opposed to prospering

like  they  did  during  the  reign  of  the  Shah. Bhutto's  ouster  was  followed  a  half  year  later  by  the  Iranian

Revolution and subsequent overthrow of the Shah of Iran. The Supreme Leader of the newly established Islamic

Republic of Iran, Ruhollah Khomeini, withdrew the country from CENTO and violently ended its association

with  the  United  States.  The  religiously  influenced  military  dictatorship  of  Zia-ul-Haq  and  the  Islamic

Revolution in Iran suited one another well enough, and as such there was no major diplomatic and political

cleavage between them. In 1979, Pakistan was one of the first countries in the world to recognize the new

revolutionary  regime  in  Iran.  Responding  swiftly  to  this  revolutionary  change, Foreign  Minister  of

Pakistan Agha Shahi immediately undertook a state visit to Tehran, meeting with his Iranian counterpart Karim

Sanjabi on 10 March 1979. Both expressed confidence that Iran and Pakistan were going to march together to a

brighter  future. The  next  day,  Agha  Shahi  held  talks  with  the  Ayatollah,  Ruhollah  Khomeini,  in  which

developments  in  the  region  were  discussed. On  11  April  1979, Pakistani  President Zia-ul-Haq  famously

declared that "Khomeini is a symbol of Islamic insurgence". Reciprocating Zia-ul-Haq's sentiments, Khomeini,
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in a letter, called for Muslim unity. He declared: "Ties with Pakistan are based on Islam."[1] Despite Shi'a-Sunni

divisions (Iran being a Shi'a-majority state and Pakistan being a Sunni-majority state), the common desire for

a pan-Islamic  identity became  an  important  factor  in  shaping  new  Iranian–Pakistani  relations.  By  1981,

however, Zia-ul-Haq's Pakistan had once again formed close ties with the United States, a position it largely

remained in for decades to come.

Bilateral relations between Pakistan and Iran are undergoing a transformative phase. There is a renewed energy

and growing positivity and desire to work together between the two countries. The growing warmth in our

relations and desire to re-engage can be measured from the fact that Iranian Foreign Minister Dr. Javad Zarif

was the first foreign dignitary to visit on 31 August 2018 after formation of new government in Pakistan. The

Foreign Minister once again visited on 31 October 2018 and in May 2019. Foreign Minister Makhdoom Shah

Mahmood Qureshi also visited Iran on 24 December 2018.

The Prime Minister Imran Khan made his first official visit to Iran at the invitation of Iranian President Dr.

Hassan  Rouhani  on  21-22  April  2019.  The  timely  and  fruitful  visit  contributed  to  enhancing  mutual

understanding on a range of issues in political, economic and security areas. The visit helped in setting a clear

policy direction for durable, mutually-beneficial relations with Iran. The key outcomes of the visit include;

Signing of Declaration for Cooperation in Healthcare Sector; initiation of the process for release of a number of

Pakistani prisoners; holding meetings of various bilateral mechanisms; opening of new crossing points; and

call for peaceful solution of Jammu &Kashmir dispute.

Iran  has  remained  strong  supporter  of  the  Kashmir  cause.  It  has  openly  voiced  support  for  the  innocent

Kashmiris under brutal siege of Indian forces. The Iranian high leadership has also repeatedly given statements

in support of people of Kashmir and condemned unjust Indian atrocities. Similarly, Pakistan’s support on Joint

Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) and commitment towards Iran despite US’ unilateral sanctions has

been greatly appreciated in Iran.

Despite the excellent bilateral relations, the current trade volume between the two countries is below its full

potential.  Currently,  the  volume  of  trade  is  US  $  392.08  million  with  $22.86  million  Pakistani  exports

comprising mainly of rice, meat, paper and paper board, chemicals, textiles, fruit & vegetables; major imports

from Iran comprise mainly of iron ore, hide & skins, and chemical products (Pakistani imports US$ 369.23

million).

Iran and Pakistan are working together at expert level to improve road and rail connectivity. This includes

upgradation  of  700 kilometer  Quetta-Taftan  highway,  improvement  of  facilities  at  border  crossing points,

opening up of new border crossing points (Gabd-Reemdan and Mand-Pishin) and improvement of facilities

available to Zaireen during their visits to Iran, Iraq and other countries.

Pakistan-Iran border has been named “Border of Peace,  Friendship and Love” by the leadership of both

countries. There are many border management mechanisms operational between the two countries.
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There is a significant number of Pakistani diaspora living in Iran. Moreover, a large number of Zaireen (0.3

million) visit holy places and shrines in Iran, Iraq and Syria via Quetta Taftan border. There is also a work

going on to  further  strengthen the bilateral  relations  with Iran through promotion  of  religious  tourism by

enhancing tourism to historic religious sites in Pakistan including facilitation to Zaireen.
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